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The experience

This is a VR environment trying to simulate experience where the user travels to 
space. Through meditative music and relaxation we want the user to feel like he or 

she is being pulled out of their bodies into the universe. Once the user is 
transported to the universe, he or she can start to explore the planets. 



Steps:
- User is sitting down.
- Initial darkness and spatial music is on.
- The spatial sound gradually increases into disorienting sounds and vibrations
- The user is first inside a dark room which leads to a tunnel .
- The user is then transported into the tunnel and taken to space.
- Upon landing in space the user can gaze at the planets and start interacting 

with the environment, destroying rocks, moving things around, etc. 
- The longer the user is in space, the universe becomes darker and it’s harder 

to move. 



SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE USED
-BLENDER

-UNREAL ENGINE 4

-PHOTOSHOP

-HTC VIVE



FIRST LEVEL



The first level contains a tunnel and a room. The user starts in the room and then 
is being pushed through the tunnel and is thrown into the space.



This is how the tunnel looked like in the beginning. Pretty simple, not too many 
things going on. The lights were pretty dull as well.



This is how the tunnel looks like right now



SECOND 
LEVEL



The whitebox of the second level was constantly
Changing. There were many things like grass, stones but we switched to having watery surface with a few
rocks.



The planets, asteroids, the space, the stars- all of it was very hard and tiring to do.

We used a lot of textures, 3D modeling, normal maps and bump maps to make

them look realistic. Several websites were particularly useful.





The planets spawn and the Moon orbits

the Earth. The asteroids orbit both the

Earth and the user. You can see

them flying everywhere.



We created our own skybox and played with the settings to make it look more 
appealing and bumpy.

The universe also gets brighter as the user proceeds. Initially, it is a very dark 
place with almost no light.



Interaction Between Levels
When the user hits the invisible trigger box, he automatically gets teleported to the cosmic level. 

Once you hit it, you are going to see the purple environment for a couple of seconds.



New Features and Interactions
In the cosmic level, we have completely changed the surroundings. The user can

fly in space as there is almost no gravity, pick up the bat and smash the asteroids with it, pick up the 
asteroids and throw them in space, teleport and stargaze.

Upon loading the level, the user immediately starts seeing things flying up,

so he has to act quickly so that he does not

 miss the bat. Once the asteroids and the bat are too

far away, the experience stops. The user may choose

To stay put and just observe or may go crazy

 and interact with everything.



The Bat and the Asteroids
All the objects are slowly floating in space,

so the user has to teleport in order to catch

stuff.



The New Environment



User Testing+Look from within the Headset

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1-_apm4pkb_NYwyTHONnRA0QQZllAV1Ld/preview


Final Presentation

https://docs.google.com/file/d/14Fme2jU37AJzvAAeKg3fZsczIhqJt-xW/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1LRhOKS6tQ3HjxdGbKoQVOCd84PSHqg5n/preview

